
OKO Finance
Uses satellite to create insurance products for farmers.

OKO secures smallholder farmers' income thanks to an innovative insurance solution. OKO's insurance

automatically compensates farmers affected by adverse weather, identified via satellite. OKO brings its

insurance services to farmers via mobile, thanks to partnerships with mobile operators. OKO has a

double impact, improving both financial inclusion and resilience to climate change. OKO operates

currently in Mali and Uganda, securing 2,000 farmers so far.

Avenews-GT 
Provides web platform for commercial trade of agricultural produce

Avenews creates the connection between financial institutions and agribusinesses through the

Avenews agri-business management platform that directly links agri-trade activity with financial

services. The platform operates as a digital infrastructure that enables financial institutions to access

agri-business data that previously was out of reach, reduce risk, and distribute financial

services to agricultural businesses across the supply chain.

Paygilant
Provides Frictionless Mobile Payments Fraud Prevention

Paygilant is a revolutionary frictionless digital banking and payments anti-fraud company, designed for

the new Fintech era. Paygilant’s innovative approach eliminates the trade-off between fraud

prevention, frictionless authentication anduser’sprivacy, delivered with outstanding simplicity.

Paygilant enables financial organizations to boost their revenue, by enhancing the user experience and

preventing fraud before the transaction occurs. Its easy-to-integrate patented technology, utilizes six

proprietary Intelligence Sets, which work in harmony to deliver value from day-one. Paygilant’s unique

fraud methodology consists of multiple intelligence sets including: App Insights, Behavioral

Biometrics, Activity Map, User Space, Device DNA and Transaction View.

PayKey
Puts banks where their customers are - on social networks 

PayKey redefines the mobile banking and payments experience by giving customers instant access to

financial services through the keyboard in any mobile app. With PayKey’s keyboard solution banks and

financial institutions can embed financial services in customers' everyday mobile interactions,

enabling easy access to a range of services like peer-to-peer (P2P) payments, cardless cash

withdrawals, mobile top-ups, loan requests, and more, all from the mobile keyboard. The company's

patented solution combines a state-of-the-art, full-featured mobile keyboard with carefully designed

banking flows to cater a frictionless mobile banking experience in any app including WhatsApp,

Facebook Messenger, Instagram, among others.
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Tarya Fintech 
Financial platform that adds value throughout the business's distribution chain

Tarya is reshaping banking by providing a truly unique, digital financial platform consisting of one core

technology with multiple applications, adding value throughout the business's distribution chain and

creating a ripple effect, which generates growth, loops for its business partners, its customers and the

business itself. Tarya’s unique, innovative, all-in-one, scalable financial services platform enables any

retailer to become a financial provider. Based on cutting-edge technologies, modular products, flexible

services and a variety of business models, Tarya can operate as a service in cloud-based and hybrid

environments.

Worthy.Credit
Uses psychometrics to assess creditworthiness based on personal character

Innovative Assessments assesses creditworthiness based on a borrower’s personal character. Our

mission is to facilitate financial inclusion, and help more good people qualify for the affordable credit

they deserve. Our flagship product, Worthy Credit, is a brief online psychometric questionnaire that

measures key competencies that are necessary for good borrower’s behaviors. Worthy Credit

complements traditional credit scores and seamlessly integrates with any lending platform, allowing

lenders to approve more loans among the underbanked without taking additional risks.

INVIOU
A blockchain-based platform for invoice and credit finance to SMEs

INVIOU is a platform for registry networks that enables partners, affiliates and competitors to

collaborate in order to diminish fraud and friction to provide a healthy ecosystem for all stakeholders.

INVIOU’s platform is open to any authorized financial services company or platform that wishes to gain

access to one of INVIOU's networks. INVIOU’s technology enables network members to authenticate,

cross-check and detect suspected copies of confidential records without the need to expose the actual

record. The network serves as a single source of truth for private and sensitive information, preventing

various types of fraudulent activities that exploit the existing information asymmetry as well as reduce

friction and costs to all participants.

Verifyoo
Verifies user's identity through active behavioural biometrics

Verifyoo's technology is based on active behavioral biometrics, which analyses the users' handwritten

script on the touch screen of any mobile device in a few seconds and verifies the user's identity.

This innovative mobile based solution provides a simultaneous two-factor authentication: What you

have, and Who you are. The solution provides a scalable security according to the level of security

needed; nothing to memorize; device agnostic, doesn't use private data (no physiological body parts

used, so it can be stored on server or cloud and is revocable, in case of a breach). The initial registration

process takes about 30 seconds, and after that about 4 seconds for the authentication session, which

strengthens with each session.
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